SPECIFICATIONS FOR STEEL RAILROAD BRIDGES,     473 D. — Full-Sized Eye-bar Tests.
18.    The eye-bars .required for full-sized tests  I^SaA lot and those required for the structure shall be made  Test-
at one time, The test bars shall be selected by the inspector and must be fair average specimens of those which would be classed as good bars, acceptable for the work. No bar which is known to be defective in any way shall be selected for testing.
19.    The test bars shall show an elastic limit of Sld'uuSe not less than 27,ooo pounds and an ultimate strength   strength ot of not less than 48,000 pounds per square inch of   IeslBars-section.
20.    The test bars will be required to develop  T«X«.nof an average stretch of 16 per cent, and a minimum
stretch of 14 per cent, before Breaking. The elongation to be measured on a gauged length of 10 feet, including the fracture.
21.    The specified elongations are minima, and  SifT
a  failure  in   these  requirements will  be  sufficient  Elongation. cause for condemning the. bars represented by the test.                                                                                 .
22.    In general, bars will be required to break   [?£"£«? in the body.    When a bar breaks in the head, but develops 14 per cent, elongation before breaking, a second bar shall be selected from the same lot.    If
this bar breaks in the body and the average elongation of the two bars is not less than 16 per cent., the bars of this lot may be accepted.
23.    If more than one-third of all the bars tested  S^^r's break in the   head, this shall be deemed sufficient   Break in cause for the rejection of the entire bill of eye-bars.
SECTION   6.- — WORKMANSHIP.
24.    All workmanship must be of the best kind   ^J!^. now in use.    Where there is any uncertainty as to  ship in the quality of the work required by the plans or     eneral-specifications, it shall be the duty of the inspector to require the best class of work which any interpreta-
tion would admit of.
25.    All  plates, angles and shapes shall, when   M™7uienin§r necessary, be carefully straightened at the shop be-
fore assembling.
26.    The nominal size of rivets shown on the   1'"^ plans shall be understood to be the actual size of the
cold rivet before heating.

